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About This Game

A Demon Hunter receives a letter from Daniel, a man begging for help against a demonic infestation from the mountain that he
calls home. The Hunter, in a search for him through the cold and abandoned world, will discover a twisted tale of intimacy and

violence of the past, and must use that knowledge to purge the demons from the once-beautiful land.

- Hand animated 2D characters on a cold and ruined 3D world
- Methodical combat that rewards patience, precision, and knowing the enemies intimately

- A one-sitting narrative of discovering memory fragments that showcase the beauty of the past
- Fully voiced dialogues and narrations

- Optional Narrative Mode for those who don't want difficulty to affect the pacing of the story, without taking away the
intensity of combat
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cheap content buying us off for almost what, 8 months of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing up WB? No.. After a short play of the
demo, i knew this game was for me. It's an excellent puzzle type game with fun graphics and good music.. Overall a very nice
game, although i must say it provokes a lot of frustration sometimes because of the difficulty level, i would say is set to extreme,
it has been a long time since i felt frustration and in the same time feel the urge to continue and press on, graphically very nice,
a lot of imagination and effort has been put in this game, and there is a lot of room for improvements.

The developer is also very responsive and open minded.
I would also like to see it on the mobile platform, maybe the devs would consider this.
Thank you and keep at it.. it's fun, and very hard.. this game is just uncomfortable to play on wmr
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I got the My Coloring Book game bundle because I thoroughly enjoyed the My Coloring Book: Food and Beverages game. This
however, was not enjoyable at all. I tried coloring the first 3 animals and even though I got all the colors right, the achievement
associated with each animal would not unlock. How disappointing. I wish there was a way to turn off the music and switch from
paint can to paint brush. The paint can is simply annoying. It's good for huge areas to color but not good for small areas where
you need a finer point (like a brush). After 5 years playing\/gaming here on Steam, this is the FIRST game I actually requested
to be refunded back to me. (I'm requesting the entire bundle refunded back to me) It isn't fun if it's not working!. If you want to
find out how GT can exist as a timeline to DBZ, get this. Non-Canon argument stands but at least we know it was a possible
outcome. Not gonna spoil his dialogue, but it is there. All around just for this bit of story alone made the season pass worth it..
TL;DR- The game needs a lot of work before I can recommend it.

I'm afraid I can't give this game a recommendation. While it has a lot of promise, it needs far more work to actually be a game I
would suggest to a friend to buy. It reminds me a lot of other, similar games but lacks a key feature that those city-
builder/survival games have and that is a motivation to the AI controlled villagers.

In a game like Banished or Dwarf Fortress, which I am greatly reminded of, the villagers are outside of your control, but they
have various jobs or tasks that they prioritize which allows for you to create a thriving village without having to hope that your
villagers bump into the things you need them to bump into, as is the case with this game.

It's possible that the randomly roaming villagers is actually intended to be a feature and that you should design your cities around
that, but in my opinion that is a flawed premise and does not make for enjoyable gameplay.. This game is buggy but super fun,
been playing since pre-alpha! Lacks a lot of important features like selecting the selecting helmets\/colors\/maps but that's to be
expected I guess for an early access title on the first day of release. Despite all of its missing features it is still an extremely fun
and addicting game to play with some friends. I am excited to see what the developers have in store!. needs more players. Devs
scrapped it but didn't take it down yet. Don't pay for this.. I concur with what the poster Davor said about this relatively small
novel in Steam DIscussions. It is not great literature, but it was a pleasant way to spend two hours reading it. The book is written
first-person from Nicholas Frost's point of view, and details his and his employer's (Miralbus the Hat) efforts to win over a
neutral Svart kingdom by convincing the Svart ruler to pick Miralbus (as opposed to the Dragon Queen or Lich VI) as ally.
Neither of the three Great Mages come across particularly well in the end, with the reader sympathizing more with the Svart
queen (original character) and the altruistic Frost rather than with the rather self-absorbed Miralbus.

I wonder, however, why King Lich is constantly referred to as "it" by Frost, especially since his male vampires are always "he".

King Rrat XLII (not the LIV) plays a minor role in the warm-up confronation in the beginning. Nefertari and Mallacir are
mentioned once (with the latter explicitly mentioned to be a vampire by the DQ), but do not appear.. I like this game for its
graphics. I agree with other reviews that the voice dub can be better, especially for the protagonist. The receptionist has better
dub. And for a very short game (2 hours), I probably wouldn't have bought it for its full price. I bought it during the Christmas
discount period.. Really basic puzzle game, and it\u2019s bad, really inconsistent and a lot of nearly pixel perfect shots to be
made. The music is okay at least.
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